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**ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION**

Recent technological developments have engendered an expeditious production of big data and also enabled machine learning algorithms to produce high-performance models from such data. Nonetheless, class imbalance (in binary classifications) between the majority and minority classes in big data can skew the predictive performance of the classification algorithms toward the majority (negative) class whereas the minority (positive) class usually holds greater value for the decision makers. Such bias may lead to adverse consequences, some of them even life-threatening, when the existence of false negatives is generally costlier than false positives. The size of the minority class can vary from fair to extraordinary small, which can lead to different performance scores for machine learning algorithms. Class imbalance is a well-studied area for traditional data, i.e., not big data. However, there is limited research focusing on both rarity and severe class imbalance in big data. This dissertation subsumes nine case studies, utilizing three learners, six data sampling approaches, one feature selection, three performance metrics, three model evaluation strategies, and various class distribution ratios, to uniquely investigate the effect of machine learning with class imbalance levels (high, severe, and rare) in big data analytics. Model performance varies depending on the characteristics of the data. We show, for the most part, that undersampling outperforms oversampling where undersampling imposes a lower computational burden and results in a faster model training time, which is beneficial to big data analytics. Moreover, we show that forcing the majority class to become the minority, may lead to...
algorithm performance improvement. One of our proposed solutions, a constitution of Random Undersampling and Feature Importance, had a higher prediction performance compared to that of the highest value of the winning algorithm of an international bioinformatics machine learning competition. Additionally, we artificially injected rarity to study its impact on model performance. Finally, we artificially injected an imbalanced positive class condition into big balanced data, in which our work shows that model performance across imbalanced big data can be effectively improved using undersampling, without the need to considerably alter the composition of the original data and reach the perfectly balanced size.
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